Nicholas I. Clement: Heart disease and stroke are old enemies, but they can be beaten (more than $1.5 million awarded to University of Arizona researchers) 

C-Path gets $11.8M grant to help TB drug development (C-Path is an independent, non-profit institute co-founded by the University of Arizona)

Arizona hit hard by flu outbreak (CredibleMeds founder and former UA College of Medicine Dean, Dr. Ray Woosley)

Did You Have The Sunday Night Blues? (Dr Andrew Weil, UA Center for Integrative Medicine)

Questions about pills or scorpions? UA has the answer (Arizona Poison and Drug Information Center)

Study Looks at Cancer-Preventive Effects of Anti-Diabetes Drug (UA Cancer Center researcher H-H. Sherry Chow)

Replaceable You (Dr. Michael Dohm, University of Arizona Medical Center)